
Jerome Miller 

In “In The Throe of Wonder” Jerome Miller opens up with Wonder. Wonder is the key to 

gaining all our insights, it can be the opening of a new world, wonder leads to inquiry, the search 

of knowledge. Common sense can pull one away from inquiry & intelligence and turn meaning 

and truth into givens. Common sense plans, organizes,  and systematizes the unknown which 

makes it impossible for one to reduce to nothingness. Inquiry throws one into the abyss of 

unknown, which can lead one to experiencing the loss of meaning and importance, driving them 

towards the sacred. To reach inquiry one must begin with wonder, wonder situates one between 

the unknown and known. But even before wonder one must live in the world, of being. Being is 

essential when caught in the throe of inquiry, it enters a self overcoming process, extends beyond 

ones meanings and sends one towards the experience of nothingness which is on the right path 

towards the sacred. 

 As wonder and inquiry construct a new world for us, we must close off and abandon the 

previous world, the post modern world, the defensive world we have set up to prevent any kind 

collapsion that will evoke horror and anguish. This world that we have observed is not a world 

because we don’t experience. To fully experience the birth of being, we must live in a world, we 

must step inside it. To be able to do this, our previous world must be deconstructed. A threat to 

that world is tragic because it awakens intimation to our nothingness, which is why in our post 

modern world we  set up defenses and have made it undeconstructable to never really have the 

felt sense of vulnerability, fallibility, and anguish but to be able to move towards the sacred we 

must do exactly as said. 

Ruptures to the post modern world are horror and anguish. They are intimation that ones 

world can end, it makes one realize that they can possibly lose the center of their meaningful 

world.  Horror allows one to go beyond their boundaries, their comfortness, and live in a pre-

lingual immediacy. Horror gets rid of the metaphysics of presence, the undeconstructable self  
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which is to believe that being has never been us but our other. Anguish reveals that, that is never 

really true and just a  cover up. When reduced to complete nothingness one shouldn’t confront it 

therapeutically to salvage their world and must complete the process of rebirth. 

Temporality can rupture the present by the radical other of time that operates in time. 

Time is the turn of temporality, it is the in between of past and future. Neither the past or the 

future exist when in this time. One can make a turn from the “from – which’ to the “toward – 

which”. It can set one into an abyss by making this turn, just like wonder and horror can. It leads 

one to the unknown and the awareness of the unknown presents one into a universe of unbroken 

presence, which isn't capable of being experience. There has never been a primal time, if it ever 

had it would have existed before time itself and without time, being would live in a unbroken 

oneness.  

The rupture of presence introduces one to eternity, eternity is the devastating radical 

other. The eternal other sets the throe of dying, it is the only way one we reach it, through our 

deaths. God protects us from this abyss, he offers us salvation from nothingness. This God must 

not exist for there to be a rebirth of the eternal otherness. When we follow horror [far enough so 

we let go of our world]it leads us to the eternal other, into anguish [where we experience our 

nothingness.  It is in this nothingness that we encounter the sacred and have access to the 

eternal other]. The throe of temporality makes eternity accessible to us. To fully live we must 

engage in death, death helps eternity bring time to ones life. Time is the wound that eternity can 

impact us through, to experience it we must keep it open and suffer.   

Miller sets out a formula that lays out how an absolute other exists. Awe is the 

astonishment that being is the wholly other. From wonder there is horror, horror turns into 

anguish which becomes awe. By not experiencing that chain reaction one would not be able to 

become overwhelm which one would not experience. Working together leads to awe, but there 

is  reason one has to fully reach awe, if stop mid way, one will see nothingness from a superior 

level. If one fully reaches awe, awe prevents one from looking at nothingness at a superior level 

and turns one towards what it superior to us. Awe is much more profound that wonder, horror, or 

anguish but realizing that we have being and we exist affirms the Absolute Other. Anguish is the 

embracement of nothingness, horror and anguish shatters the idea  of the undeconsructable self 

and allows one to  realize that being is the radically unknown other. It makes one understand the 

finite temporal meaningfulness of nothingness that we are. To not wonder, is to not reach 
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inquiry, horror wouldn’t be experienced and led to anguish, never leading to awe. Eternity would 

not help one understand the importance of temporality, without temporality we would not be of 

existence, we would not think, and we wouldn’t understand that we are temporal beings.  
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